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Project description:
One of essential keys to Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms resides with the techniques of
classification, based on very widely differentiated methodologies and theories. Among the basic
scientific issues in this area is the effective identification and adaptation of the rules or models for
classifying large sets of data, having dynamic character, for which we dispose of only a limited
number of (and limited capacity of assigning) labels. The paradigm of reverse clustering, coined in
and then described, e.g., in [1, 2, 3], constitutes a good tool for identifying the principles of
classifying for this class of tasks, with the classification principles established belonging to the broadly
conceived domain of cluster analysis. The very task of the reverse clustering consists in finding, for
some given data set (of objects, observations) and a partition of this set, of a clustering-based
partition that is possibly similar to the given one. The intention is to construct the principles of
partition that could be applied to a much wider class of data sets, having, in general, similar nature to
the original one. The purpose of the project is to build and verify, on the empirical material, in
particular – concerning web traffic – the effective algorithms, especially regarding optimization,
implementing the concept of reverse clustering. The starting point is provided by the already existing
methodological solutions, described, e.g., in [1, 2, 3], in particular – the evolutionary algorithms,
while the yardstick of success is significant improvement of the computational effectiveness through
appropriate adjustment to the character of the problem being solved and the broadening /
flexibilisation of the considered class of parameters of the clustering methods accounted for.
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